
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS: IV 

 

Subject: English                                           Date: 11/05/2020 

Topic: Handwriting & Spelling                      Time Limit: 1 Hour 

Worksheet No.: 12 

 

 

A very good morning, children! 

 

 Today there's another assignment for you in 'Handwriting and Spelling '. But before starting with your 

assignment, read the instructions carefully. 

 

*Read the following passage aloud with proper pronunciation, expression and maintaining proper 

punctuation. Take the help of your parents, wherever necessary. 

 

*Copy the passage, in cursive writing, on a sheet of paper. 

 

*Memorize the highlighted words and then write them down,  on the same sheet of paper, as 

mentioned above, under the heading, 'Spellings'. 

 

*Arrange the worksheets along with the answer sheets, datewise, in a file, ready to be submitted, on 

the opening day of the session. 



 

 

         One of Timothy's favourite amusements was to stalk anyone who would play with him, and so, 

when I came to live with Grandfather, I became one of the tiger's favourites. With a crafty look in his 

glittering eyes, and his body crouching, he would creep closer and closer to me, suddenly making a dash 

for my feet, rolling over on his back and kicking with delight, and pretending to bite my ankles. 

 

           He was by this time the size of a full-grown retriever, and when I took him out for walks, people 

on the road would give us a wide berth. When he pulled hard on his chain, I had difficulty in keeping up 

with him. His favourite place in the house was the drawing-room, and he would make himself 

comfortable on the long sofa, reclining there with great dignity, and snarling at anybody who tried to get 

him off. 

 

          Timothy had clean habits, and would scrub his face with his paws,  exactly like a cat. He slept at 

night in the cook's quarters, and was always delighted at being let out by him in the morning. 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, we are going to begin with the first  chapter of the spelling book. (It is just a 

reminder of worksheets on Kinds of Nouns you have read and completed so far) 

The names of words are to be put under different headings ...for eg., if you are 

asked the names of   three  flowers ....what comes to your  mind would be  ...rose, 

lotus and sunflower...or any other flower. If you are asked orally to name any 

three pets  you would like to have ...you would  say ...cat , dog, parrot etc. ..or any 

other animal except wild animals.. 

 

 Look at the exercise that is given below.. It is asked ...My friend's name ...you can 

think about your classmates ..then write below the names of any three friends 

....Please do not forget to number them. 

 

One example is given for you: 



Words I don’t like 

1. Enemy 

2. Thief 

3. Scorpion. 

 

Now you all are required to read the following page which has some interesting 

activities for you...just read each example.. think about the names that can fall 

under such examples and write down keeping a check on the spellings. 

 

....I hope you will enjoy reading and writing. 

 

 

 



 



[Copy the questions and solve them (putting a no. .against each name in the 

answer)on a sheet of paper date wise. Keep the worksheets ready in a file to be 

submitted on the opening day.] 

 

 

Happy  learning...... 

 

 


